
Global provider of outsourced development services to pharmaceutical, 

biotechnology and medical device industries, ICON, strengthens its medi-

cal device foothold by opening new medical devices and diagnostics re-

search group. Company had earlier acquired Aptiv solutions in a deal 

valued USD 144 million, and the recent expansion comes as a move to 

bolster added expertise. Medical device regulatory and commercialization 

pathway differ from that of Pharmaceutical Industry and hence the scaled 

up capabilities would help medical device clients  reduce time and cost for 

their various pipeline products. 
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Crowdfunding is been looked upon as a major fund generating channel 

for start-ups from various industries. This relationship amid crowdfund-

ing portals and medtech start-ups has recently reached a landmark, as 

more number of start-ups have begun to gather cash which is 2X times 

their initial requested figures. While SCANADU_INDIEGOGO remains best 

quoted example in terms of what crowdfunding portals can offer, others 

like Neurometrix, CDx remain at forefront of their individual chases. As 

per recent article feature on fierce medical CDx, US based start-up raises 

USD 6.9 million of funding to sell their chemical analysers. Company had 

previously generated USD 40,000 through their Indiegogo campaign, an 

amount twice their put forth request. 

Indiegogo gets tuned-up with Medtech  
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California based medical device 

company recently released the 

upgraded mobile app for its porta-

ble ECG device. The added detec-

tors take monitoring to next level.  

The device-app combo not just 

gives ECG reading but also points at 

normality of it. Other add-on fea-

tures include AF indication and 

increased clarity of readings for 

physicians. Previous versions of the 

device needed physician comments 

for ECG read outs and analysis of all 

types < Normal / Abnormal>. Now 

this is limited to readings that 

deviate normal range / or have AF 

signs.  
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